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Abstract: In the development of a software system, the design process allows the system to be broken into subsystems
and programming languages allow defining the subsystems at an abstract level. Further, the programming languages
provide mechanism to compose the abstract subsystems into overall system. It is desired to define single functionality
in each subsystem. But some functionality always cut-across the sub-units. This kind of functionality is called
crosscutting concern or aspect. Aspect Oriented Programming overcomes the problem of code scattering by having
stand-alone modules called aspects for such crosscutting functionality. The main functionality is programmed as
components and aspects are weaved separately as and when required with the main functionality.
Existing legacy systems can be refactored into aspect oriented ones. Such refactoring of legacy system involves
identification of aspects in the legacy code and then transforming legacy code base into equivalent aspect oriented
code base. Aspect mining techniques are used to identify the aspects from the legacy code. Much of the research in
Aspect mining is focused on mining aspects from Object Oriented Programming language code. Even today, a large
number of software are written in procedural languages and are used by various organizations. In view of advantages
provided by Aspect Oriented Programming for maintainability and extensibility of software, refactoring of such code
in aspect oriented code can be proved to be very useful. But not much of the research is done to mine aspects from
such systems. In this paper, a novel technique for mining candidate aspects from COBOL code is proposed. A study of
legacy code written in COBOL that has been revised number of times is presented in this paper. On the basis of
information available about the different versions of programs and the history of changes made into the software over
the period of time, a transaction database is constructed. This database includes the time stamp, author and the
description of change. The database is analyzed for the modules that have been changed frequently along with the
sequential patterns of modules that have been changed over the time are mined. This analysis identified the modules
and sequential patterns that have been maintained frequently. Thus, the code requiring most of the maintenance
effort is identified. Also, the sequential patterns localized the code for candidate aspects thereby reducing the efforts of
aspect mining.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Some programming tasks cannot be neatly encapsulated in objects, but must be scattered throughout the code such as
logging, profiling, tracing, session tracking, and security management. The goal of aspect oriented programming is to
identify such crosscutting concerns and program them as separate modules called Aspects. These are developed and
maintained separately from core components. Aspects are weaved with components at build time or runtime. Weaving is
the process of combining (or assembling) aspects and components to create the desired runtime behavior. Aspect oriented
programming complements rather than replaces object oriented programming. Object oriented programming modularizes
hierarchical structure and aspect oriented programming modularizes crosscutting concerns.
Aspect oriented programming offers several advantages. First, it allows modularized implementation of crosscutting
concerns. In case of conventional programming languages the cross-cutting concerns are scattered through different
modules. For example, if there are four modules having system level requirements like security, logging and
authentication that crosscut many core module level requirements. In conventional programming language, each of the
four core modules have code for required concern. But with aspect oriented programming, core modules contain code for
actual core concerns and the security, logging and authentication concerns are programmed as aspects. These aspects are
then weaved with core modules as required. Second, it is easier to evolve a system with aspect oriented programming. If
a new feature is to be added, in the existing system, which involve crosscutting concerns; with aspect oriented
programming we need to write module only for new feature that can be then weaved with existing core modules and
aspects for cross-cutting concerns. Third, late binding of design decisions can be done. The modules that were not
coupled during the design phase may be coupled at any later stage as the system has independent modules and aspects
(without any cross-cutting functionality in core modules). Fourth, more code reuse is possible. The core modules do not
have any cross-cutting functionality so they can be reused wherever the corresponding core functionality is required in a
system.
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Aspect mining research is concerned with the development of concepts, principles, methods and tools supporting the
identification of aspects in existing software systems as well as the subsequent refactoring of such systems into aspectoriented systems. Aspect mining is defined as a specialized reverse engineering process, which aims at investigating
legacy systems (source code) in order to discover which parts of the system can be crosscutting concern. Aspect mining
search for candidate aspects in existing systems and isolate them from the system into separately described aspects. The
principal symptom of existence of an aspect is code duplication and other is code scattering. A number of aspect mining
techniques have already been proposed. These techniques are based mainly on three approaches namely, Identifier
Analysis, Fan-in Analysis and Dynamic Analysis.
II. WHY COBOL?
With the evolution of programming languages now software can be developed using new programming paradigms
such as Object Oriented Programming and Aspect Oriented Programming. The question arises that why the research
should be done on COBOL language. The answer to the question is that billions of lines of business COBOL code is in
use worldwide. This existing code need be maintained continuously. Also, millions of lines of COBOL code are still
written every year. The main advantage offered by Aspect Oriented Programming is easy code comprehension and better
modularity. Both these features increase maintainability of code. So, research on mining aspects from COBOL code and
then refactoring this legacy code to aspect oriented one is extremely significant in present business data processing
scenario. Ralf Lämmel [15] presented the potential of COBOL as research theme. He presented his findings on COBOL
that reveal following facts:
 75% of all business data is processed in COBOL.
 There are 180 to 200 billion lines of COBOL code is in use worldwide.
Also, in mathematical terms, amount of research dedicated to a programming language is proportional to the usage of
language in reality.
III. RELATED WORK
Various research attempts were made for identifying aspects in procedural language code such as C and COBOL code.
W. Opdyke[20], has made pioneer contribution to refactor legacy code. Several aspects have been identified in C
language code such macros, code clones, and error handling code [21].
COBOL already has features of aspect oriented programming language. The USE statement in procedure division of a
COBOL program is clearly an aspect [16]. An aspect oriented approach to understand legacy COBOL code is presented
in [19]. Error handling aspect is mainly identified as most important aspect in this paper.
Aspect mining techniques have also been applied to identify aspects from COBOL code. In [18], program slicing
technique is used to identify the parts of program that might affect or be affected by the values computed at some point of
interest.
IV. ASPECTS IN COBOL CODE
Logging and tracing, synchronization, automated regression testing, are some aspects in COBOL that have been
identified earlier. In our study we found two new candidate aspects - Report generation code and code for Debugging.
Most reports have same structure- report heading, footing and columns of data. Automatic report generation tools are
used to generate report. The tool requires format of report as input and generates report. The report generation code is
embedded in source code in different modules as and when required. The report generation code scattered in the software
has duplicated code. The maintenance of such code requires a lot of effort.
V. ISSUES IN MINING ASPECTS FROM COBOL CODE
Most of the aspect mining techniques that have been developed so far focuses on mining aspects from object oriented
programming source code. Not much of the work has been done on mining aspects from COBOL. Identification of
aspects from code firstly requires understanding of code. To understand source code, analysis of data flow and control
structures of program is required. A number of data analysis tools and techniques exist for program understanding.
Secondly, candidate aspects need to be identified. Different aspect mining techniques specifically designed for mining
aspects from COBOL need to be developed in order to mine aspects from COBOL code.
VI. CASE STUDY
Legacy software written in COBOL for processing the results of students is studied to identify the possible candidate
aspects. The source code included 20K lines of code. In the study it was found that the 64% of the source code is
dedicated to report generation. Also, since the inception of software the report generation code and marking scheme code
has been changed the most. A change in marking scheme leads to change in graphical output of marks. In the present
system if there is a change in scheme of marks then all source code containing report generation logic for various reports
need to be changed. The code is scattered in different modules to generate different types of reports. Code clones
increase maintenance efforts. If the report generation code and the code for calculation of marks based on scheme of
marks are made separate concerns i.e. aspects then if there is a change in scheme of marks, one needs to make change in
report generation aspect and scheme calculation aspect only. This would reduce maintenance efforts significantly.
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VII. ASPECT MINING TECHNIQUES FOR COBOL
Clone detection techniques is used to identify the report generation code and debugging code. Report generation code
written in a system for generating different reports have similar type of code or similar characteristic. A hybrid technique,
as suggested by Bruntink which combine AST based clone detection with clone detection tool based on tokenized
representations of source code [22] is used to identify the similar report generation code in different modules of the
system. This technique uses parsers to obtain a syntactical representation of the source code, typically an abstract syntax
tree (AST). The clone detection algorithm then search for similar sub trees in this AST. The clone code found by the
algorithm is an aspect.
Token based clone detection techniques is used for identifying the aspect involving debugging aspect. Token based
clone detection techniques apply lexical analysis (tokenization) to the source code and subsequently use tokens as a basis
for clone detection. Lexical analysis is usually initiated by the user specifying a seed of information (either a regular
expression or a string). Lexical search simply searches for duplicates of the seed. The debugging code in COBOL source
code contains two seeds READY TRACE and DISPLAY.These seeds are given for lexical analysis and duplicates are
searched in the code.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have presented our ideas on candidate aspects in COBOL code. We have identified the code that may
be candidate aspects while refactoring the legacy COBOL code to aspect oriented one. Two new aspects in COBOL code
namely report generation aspect and debugging aspect have been reported in the paper. We have also presented suitable
aspect mining techniques to mine identified aspects from legacy COBOL code. Although the aspect mining techniques
for object oriented languages are well understood and developed; there is a lot of scope in developing aspect mining
techniques for COBOL because of large COBOL code base existing even today for business applications. If serious
efforts are made to identify aspects from COBOL code it would help in refactoring of legacy code base into aspect
oriented ones. The advantages of aspect oriented programming such as easy code comprehension and maintenance are
well known. Billions of lines of COBOL code is maintained throughout the world. Refactoring of existing code into
aspect oriented one will definitely reduce the maintenance efforts by significant percent
IX. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
We have identified aspects from COBOL code and suggested aspect mining techniques to mine these aspects from
code. A dedicated tool to mine these aspects from code base may be developed. Existing COBOL applications can be
refactored into aspect-oriented ones leading to better software evolution and maintainability
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